Abstract-The paper proposes an efficient ECG signal compression algorithm with high fidelity. It encodes the data with jpeg2000 algorithm and improve on partial data loss when the signal data are transformed to 2-dimension. The algorithm contains: QRS detection, signal pre-estimate and classification, 2-dimension conversion, signal compression encoding, signal rebuilding and algorithm evaluation. Compare with universal evaluation criterion of ECG algorithm items, its performance is better than others and keep most information for diagnosis.
II. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
JPEG2000 is a wavelet-based image compression standard, organized by the Joint Photographic Experts Group to create and maintain. JPEG2000 which uses the wavelet decomposition and zero-tree coding (EZW) image compression is a modified JPEG (discrete cosine transform) algorithm for decomposition and encoding of image compression standard.But JPEG2000 compression ratio higher, and amended the original discrete cosine transform-based JPEG standard, which block fuzzy defects. JPEG2000 supports both lossy and lossless data compression. In lossy compression, JPEG2000 a more obvious advantage is that there is no JPEG compression distortion in the mosaic. JPEG2000 distortion is mainly about fuzzy distortion. Main causes of fuzzy distortion in the encoding process is a degree of attenuation of high frequency content. JPEG compression also exist traditional fuzzy distortion. In the case of low compression ratio (for example, less than 10:1 compression ratio), the traditional JPEG image quality may be better than JPEG2000. JPEG2000 compression ratio higher than usual in cases, advantages began to clear. Overall, compared with traditional JPEG, JPEG2000 technology is still a great advantage, usually compression performance can probably be increased by 20% or more. In the case of compression ratio of 100:1 generally , the use of JPEG compressed image has been seriously distorted and difficult to identify the beginning, but JPEG2000 images can still be identified. So JPEG2000 image is widly apply in medical image analysis and processing which for high image quality. Here to its application in the one-dimensional ECG signal processing. Its high compression rate can be handled the large number of duplicate data, while the low compression ratio also retain their diagnostic information.
III. ALGORITHM FLOW

A. R-R Wave Detecting of ECG
The compression of ECG must follow the principle. If the distortion rate is large, it may take illegal result so that can not be applied. The data for pathologic decision from clinic mainly come from sudden changes of QRS wave and electrocardiosignal. The cardiogram for long term patient have many features, such as huge storage, sudden changes, differential data from one to another. So how to detecting Wave R quickly and accurately is the premise of getting electrocardiosignal and keeping fidelity.
We detect Wave R by difference threshold algorithm。 First, we get the difference of electrocardiosignal. The threshold is 0.15, when traversing all data, if the data in some point are greater than the threshold, then Wave R will be located as the max value in 50ms behind that point. The algorithm is simple for quick detection and its correctness is about 90%. Based on the feature of electrocardiosignal, we use the previous QRS Wave to predict next one and to determine their similarity. The formula is:
Later data can be predicted by previous data.When the error e(n) is greater than normal value, the data will be determined as abnormal one, where
Test the prediction points,respectively,and the actual point of the mean,variance and corrlelation coefficient,if its value in predicting the value of thirty percent are considered normal data but the data was not in the range of mutations within the ECG.So the data will be classified to two tables, one is similarity table, the other is un-matched table. 
B. 2-Dimesion Compression Encoding.
The electrocardiosignal is the periodic signal and relatively stable. The long term data of QRS Waves have much monitoring have a bigger similar redundancy between them. For reduce those redundancy between cardiac beat，we make a two-dimensional array from electrocardiosignals which are separated and rearranged by cardiac beat. So that we can put similar waves into a table and turn them into image compression. By this way, the data have more similarity with less isolated points and high compression ratio with low encoding redundancies. In this paper, JPEG200 is chose for image processing. JPEG2000 improves the DCT algorithm of JPEG by introducing wavelet method and has a good performance on repeated signal compression. Lifted the image pixel correlation coefficient of variation can be more effective coded than the original pixel itself. The JPEG2000 algorithm workflow is: input image -> wavelet transform -> normalization -> encoding -> decoding -> de-normalization -> anti wavelet transform -> decompress image.
This text has detected R wave to preserve location. Calculated value of its storage position's middle value.
Taking R wave's previous and rear mid value as one data storage array which using 250 storage units for the R peak position.The length of the unit matrix determined by the length of the longest data unit and the lengths can be divisible by 2. This method is retained all ecg information in storage data ,compared with other split methods [6] . Two-dimensional matrix corresponding to the two-dimensional mapping of 8-bit grayscale image adjacent column.Here,using JPEG2000 which introduction of the 1-D image processing up to 2-D image process with compression coding using a gray-scale images. Three sets of ECG data from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia (mita)(Fs ¼ 360 Hz, 11 b/sample) databases,including the basic characteristics of ECG abnormalities. From the above pictures, we could know that the difference of the grayscale image between before compression and compressed. It also could be observed that the error occurred mainly in the thresholding block when it was divided in the signal from the horizontal/vertical/diagonal direction .
C. Experiment Result Analysis
Based on PHILIPS PC with Microsoft Windows XP, Intel Pentium-4.2GHz CPU, 512 MB RAM and MATLAB 9.0b to test the algorithms. Distortion for different requirements, appropriste changes can be quantified thresholds listed in the table a different compression ratio.For the reconstruction of the signal in the minimal distortion, with an dominant quantization threshold, in other words, the step of the horizontal,vertical,diagonal,and each sub-band decompositon approximation is one. As can be seen from the table,while the compression ratio to improve,the distortion has also increased.Controling distortion in the range of tolerable,so they are not to bring diagnositic errors.From the human eye to observe the error of the waveform between the reconstructed signa and the orginal signal.There is no big difference and there are some noise reduction features.The algorithm performed well.
IV. 4 FINAL
The electrocardio-data compression algorithm in this paper introduces correlation predict method basing on optimized two-dimensional array, it make use of periodicity of biology signal to arrange high relative singnals. When compressing the two-dimensional array, JPEG2000 algorithm helps increase compression ratio and lower encoding redundancies. It is better than other algorithm by experiments on MIT database 100, 101, 102, 104, 115, 117, 213, 201, 202, 209 and 212 etc., the compression rate can controlled from 25 to 2.6 and the PRD range of error tolerance. But when the signal convers to arrangement existing the choice of that if the lines association of each other is the biggest one and the control,and there must test the choice of number of rows whether will affect the compression results. And the quantification step can be adjusted to improve compression ratio. At last, if using MIT database for evaluation, we also need the real clinic data and evaluation from doctor to determine whether the loss from compression will affect the diagnosis or not.
